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Masters and diploma programs in Geographical Information 
Science and Systems via online distance learning. 

www.unigis.at (german language program) 

www.unigis.net/salzburg (english language program) 

 

Modular structured & intensively tutored via discussion forums, 
chats, and online meetings.  
 

Additional offers: professional alumni-network, newsletter, 
summerschools, webinar series, mobile microlearning.  
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Mobile Microlearning? 

„ mobile” refers to: 

distribution: primarily for mobile devices  (App for all operating 
systems) 

typical use cases: → utilize waiting times during mobility etc. for 
learning / revision of prior learned concepts 

 
„micro“  refers to: 

time: learning in short steps (seconds up to few minutes) 

content: fine granularity of (pre-structured) content 

length of feedback loop: immediate control of learning success  
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www.knowledgepulse.com 
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Didactical concept 

Microlearning is especially suited for well structured domains and 
memorization tasks (e.g. vocabulary training…) 

quiz-like structure: can stimulate learning if the questions are 
challenging but not too difficult 

question and answer contexts provide added value for learning 

within UNIGIS: not intended to substitute detailed online-learning 
material but to be used as an additional learning resource mainly 
for revision of core concepts in GI. 
1. “Traditional” self studying based an online learning modules (textbook 

character with multimedia elements, practical exercises, links to 
external resources and scientific papers) 

2. Microlearning for consolidation of knowledge acquired in 1. 
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Online Survey on Microlearning 

18 complete  records (1 female/17 male) 

12 use a mobile client, 4 the PC application 

Frequency of use: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I would use the application more often, if 

I would have more time: 5 
the content would be in German language: 7 
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Mode of usage 
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Position in the phase of knowledge acquisition 

(multiple answers possible) 
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User comments and suggestions for improvement  

Nice offer, this brings diversity into my daily learning routines! 

Some explanations in the answer context should be more detailed 
and also explain why some answers are wrong. 

It would be better not to present all answers each time but to draw 
answers randomly from a pool. This would prevent knowing by 
heart which answers are wrong if a question is presented 
repeatedly. 

The app drains the battery of my smartphone quite fast (2x) 

I would prefer open source software like anymemo.org and feel 
uncomfortable knowing that my learning behavior can be tracked. 

Using the default settings, the app actively pops up every few hours 
(with sound!) – this leaves a bad impression, despite the very well 
prepared questions. 
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Relative importance within the study program 
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Conclusions and next steps 

Mobile Microlearning can be an interesting addition in a didactic 
portfolio, but cannot replace traditional forms of learning, especially 
in weakly structured and/or complex domains. 

Keep initial hurdles low, by provision of intuitively useable apps that 
are easy to configure. 

 
Next steps: 

Introduction in our international UNIGIS study program  

Discuss the high energy consumption of the app and it‘s annoing 
push behavior with the developer team 

Development of learning cards for the introductory UNIGIS module 
to provide micro learning right from the start. 


